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Topics For Discussion

A. Goals of Incentive Compensation

B. Tax Provisions Impacting Structures/Alternatives

C. Alternatives:

1. Qualified Plans

2. Performance Bonus Arrangements (and Transaction Bonus Arrangements)

3. Deferred Compensation Arrangements

4. Equity Based Compensation 

5. Profits Interests

6. Example: “S” Corporation Freeze



• Goals for Incentive Compensation
– Reward integral employees (non-owner leadership, typically) with 

additional compensation and/or ownership opportunity structured 
to meet goals defined by the organization.

– Attract and/or retain integral employees to promote growth & 
development of company (and/or protect existing company 
position/value).

– Retention of broader workforce/specialized employees.

– Incentivize behavior to benefit company and growth in value of 
company for owners.



• Goals for Incentive Compensation
– Prepare for potential exit and preservation of management team 

through transition.

– Enable and/or support succession planning.

– Tax efficiency for both employee and employer.



• Tax Provisions & Guidance Impacting Alternatives
– 61 – Defines ‘gross income’ 
– 83 – Determines income taxation/timing with regards to 

‘property’ received in connection with services
– 162(m) – deduction limitation for compensation to certain 

covered employees of publicly traded employer
– 280G & 4999 – Regulation of ‘golden parachute payments’
– 404 – Determines deductibility of compensation for company
– 409A – Regulates timing of payment of ‘nonqualified deferred 

compensation’



• Tax Provisions & Guidance Impacting Alternatives
– 707 – Addresses transactions between partner & partnership

– 1061 – Regulates taxation of income derived from partnership interests 
granted in connection with performance of services

– Rev. Procs. 93-27, 2001-43 (in general, discussing requirements for ‘safe-
harbor’ profits interests, treatment of profits interest holders, etc.); and 
Notice 2005-43.



• Alternative 1 – Utilization of Qualified Plans
– Safe-harbor designs

– Profit-sharing contributions

– Cash balance/Defined Benefit plans



• Alternative 1 – Utilization of Qualified Plans
– Pros:

• Plans may already exist (limited cost to amend/utilize)

• Simplicity of communication to employees

• Ability to benefit broad group and selectively benefit certain highly-paid individuals

• Subject to vesting schedule

• Tax deferred for employee and current deduction for employer

– Cons:
• Somewhat limited flexibility

• Employees don’t receive cash today

• No ability to claw-back other than vesting schedule



• Alternative 2 – Performance Bonus Arrangements
– Annual cash bonuses (or more/less frequent) based upon 

achievement of specified goals or simply retention
• Depending on when bonuses are paid, can avoid complexity of 409A

– Bonus opportunity can be tied to business performance
• EBITDA vs. % of salary
• Gross sales
• Metric specific to employee

– Encourages retention for each term; encourages focus on 
performance metric specified; flexible, so can be revised/adjusted 
after each term

– Easy for employee to understand



• Alternative 2 – Performance Bonus Arrangements
– Can create broader program for specific groups
– Sometimes too short–sighted in driving performance & 

engagement for high level EEs
– What happens in change of control? 
– Transaction bonus arrangements:

• Fixed dollar or % of consideration;
• Valuation discussions (rollover equity considerations, earn-outs)
• One or more payments?
• Vesting/entitlement if termination occurs prior to triggering event 



• Alternative 3 – Deferred Compensation Arrangements
– Unlike bonus plans, are intended to build value over time, 

mimicking - but not providing - actual ownership. 

– Benefits can be subject to performance metrics, forfeiture 
conditions, and restrictive covenants. 

– Benefits taxed at ordinary rates when payments are made. 

– Income tax deduction for company when payments are made.

– Employment taxes should be paid when vesting occurs.  



• Alternative 3 – Deferred Compensation Arrangements
– Benefits are typically an ‘unfunded promise to pay’, although funding 

arrangements are possible while also avoiding constructive receipt. 
• Separate employer account, which could be invested.
• Rabbi Trust.
• If funded, assets must still be considered as owned by employer and subject to the 

claims of creditors. 
– Structure –

• Standalone arrangements for each employee
• Base Plan with accompanying Award Agreement (allowing for differentiation among 

participants in regard to awards granted, vesting conditions, restrictive covenants, 
etc.)

– Examples – Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan, Long-term 
Incentive Plan; Phantom Stock Plan; Performance Share Agreement



• Alternative 3 – Deferred Compensation Arrangements
– Plans are generally subject to, and must comply with, Section 

409A.
– Section 409A applies to any arrangement in which a service 

provider has a legally binding right to compensation that is, or 
may be, payable in taxable year after the taxable year in which 
the legally binding right is created. 

– A legally binding right exists even where the right to 
compensation (or the amount of compensation) may be 
conditioned upon certain forfeiture/vesting requirements. 



• Alternative 3 – Deferred Compensation Arrangements
– Among other things, Section 409A regulates the time and form 

of payments from nonqualified deferred compensation plans. 
– In general, the time and form of payment must be set at the 

time the arrangement/agreement is entered into. 
– Payment accelerations are generally impermissible (or create 

409A violations), except in certain events. These include 
changes of control and Plan terminations (although payment 
flexibility in these contexts are still ridged).

– Further deferrals are permitted, in certain circumstances. 



• Alternative 3 – Deferred Compensation Arrangements
– Section 409A – Continued:
– Permissible payment ‘triggers’ are:

• Separation from Service
• Disability
• Death
• Change in control
• Unforeseeable emergency
• A specified time or age

– Payment date must specified (i.e., no later than __ days after applicable 
event, or the anniversary of event; etc.). 

• As long as payment date is specified, payment can be made within the employee’s 
taxable year in which the payment date falls. 



• Alternative 3 – Deferred Compensation Arrangements
– The form of payment must also be specified, but can vary based 

upon the triggering event. 
• For example, a lump-sum on a change in control vs. a series of annual 

installments upon a qualifying Separation from Service.
– Consequences of 409A compliance failures:

• Deferred amounts are includable in gross income at the time such amounts 
are no longer subject to a substantial risk of forfeiture. 

• Employee pays 20% excise tax on amount required to be included in gross 
income, plus interest. 

– Certain failures can be corrected in accordance with IRS 
procedures. See IRS Notices 2008-113; 2010-6; 2010-80.



• Alternative 3 – Deferred Compensation Arrangements
– Design Considerations:

• Identify participant group
• Base value – does it apply; how calculated. 
• Benefit formula – can be different for each participant. Can have annual & change of 

control components. 
• Vesting
• Payment triggering events (can be multiple)

– Retirement
– Specified age
– Specified date
– Change of control
– Death/disability

• Form and timing of benefit payment – likely to vary based upon triggering event



• Alternative 3 – Deferred Compensation Arrangements
– Example:

• Long-term Incentive Plan (“LTIP”)
– Benefit equals (1-2) x [____%] where: 

» 1 = the Value of the Employer determined as of the payment date.
» 2 = Base Value of the Employer which equals $_________.
» Percent granted to each participant can vary (or be a portion of an aggregate 

pool made available in the LTIP plan document).
» In non-change of control scenario, ‘Value’ would be determined using 

formula, usually EBITDA based, and an industry appropriate multiple.
» In change of control scenario, ‘Value’ to determine #1 would typically adjust to 

equate to transaction value based upon ‘net proceeds’



• Alternative 3 – Deferred Compensation Arrangements
– Example:

• Long-term Incentive Plan (“LTIP”) – Payments
– In non-change of control, payments may typically be made beginning at specified 

age and in installments (which could be while the individual remains employed)

– Payments could also be suspended until a ‘qualifying’ separation from service, at 
which point payment could be in a lump-sum or in a series of installments

– In change of control, payment is usually made in a lump-sum, or within two years 
of the event, depending upon retention goals/needs related to this event.

• Other typical provisions:
– Restrictive covenants, forfeitures, clawbacks.



• Alternative 4 – Equity Based Compensation Alternatives 
– Considerations:

• Positive attributes:
– Engagement of integral employees who are side-by-side with owner
– Retention
– Enjoy appreciation at capital gains rates vs. ordinary income
– Decision making, control, and perception

• What are the consequences of equity ownership:
– Information rights
– Decision-making, control, and perception
– Buy/sell issues and pricing
– In S corporations – lack of flexibility with income allocation and distributions
– In partnerships, employee must be treated as partner (no more W-2, unless more 

complicated structures are involved)



• Alternative 4 – Equity Based Compensation & Profits 
Interests
– Examples:

• Full value awards: in general, taxable at ordinary rates on FMV at time there 
is no substantial risk of forfeiture. 

– Capital interest or stock grant 
– Restricted Stock Units/Restricted Stock 

• Appreciation Awards:
– ISOs/NQSOs
– Stock Appreciation Rights
– Profits interests

• Some awards can be designed to be settled in cash or in stock. 



• Alternative 4 – Equity Based Compensation & Profits 
Interests
– Restricted Stock:

• 83(b) election is available
• Employee taxed when no longer subject to a substantial risk of forfeiture 

under Section 83
• Employer deduction taken when income included

– RSU’s:
• Employee taxed when settlement occurs; employer deduction at same time.
• No 83(b) election available.
• May be settled in stock or cash (typically cash). 
• Section 409A can apply if payments are deferred.



• Alternative 4 – Equity Based Compensation & Profits 
Interests
– Stock Appreciation Rights

• Provides right to receive appreciation in stock value from grant date to 
exercise date.

• No exercise price paid.

• Income tax withheld from settlement proceeds; deduction at that time.



• Alternative 4 – Equity Based Compensation & Profits Interests
– Incentive Stock Options (ISOs) –

• Exercise price must be at least 100% of FMV of shares on grant date 
• Amount first exercisable in any calendar year cannot exceed $100,000 
• Maximum 10-year exercise term 
• No tax on grant or exercise (alternative minimum tax applies to income equal to 

spread at exercise)
• No withholding taxes even if shares are immediately sold 
• Employee pays tax on long-term capital gain on sale of shares if more than two years 

after grant date and more than one year after exercise date, but will have ordinary 
income equal to option spread at exercise if sale is within two years after grant date or 
within one year after exercise date 

• Employer has deduction only of ordinary income amount recognized by employee in a 
disqualifying disposition



• Alternative 4 – Equity Based Compensation & Profits 
Interests
– Non-qualified stock options (generally, options which do not qualify 

as ISOs)
• No tax on grant 
• Ordinary income on exercise equal to option spread 
• Subject to withholding taxes
• Long-term capital gain if shares are sold more than one year after exercise
• Not subject to Section 409A if exercise price is at least 100% of FMV of 

shares on grant date 
• Employer receives deduction in the same dollar amount and in the same tax 

year in which the employee recognizes ordinary income



• Alternative 4 – Equity Based Compensation 
• Profits interests 

– Safe Harbor profits interests - Rev. Proc. 93-27; Rev. Proc. 2001-43.
• Received in exchange for services
• Cannot relate to a substantially certain and predictable income stream from 

partnership assets
• Recipient must hold the interest for two years from receipt
• Partnership cannot be publicly traded
• Irrespective of vesting, profits interest recipient must be treated as a partner 

from the date of grant
• Partnership receives no compensation deduction (no income is typically 

recognized by profits interest recipient).
• Establish “threshold” at liquidation value/FMV 



• Alternative 4 – Equity Based Compensation 
– Style/Structure and Allocations:

• Share currently in income with threshold satisfied on liquidity event;
• Share only upon capital/liquidity; 
• Combination of both.

– Section 83(b) elections are recommended to start statute date with 
respect to threshold value and protect in the event holding period for 
safe-harbor isn’t met. 

– Tax distributions during vesting period?
– Capital shifts and compensatory issues.
– Consequences of shift from employee to partner status
– Does Section 1061 apply?



• Profits Interest Example – “S” Corporation Freeze
– Family owned operating business, taxed as an “S” corporation.

– Identifies 3 key employees running the business and to 
preserve management team and align goals of key employees 
with owners, feels need to provide equity ownership in some 
manner (but not S corporation shares). 

– Profits interest concept is appealing, but flexibility is limited due 
to S corporation structure. 



• Profits Interest Example – “S” Corporation Freeze
– Company engages in following restructure:

• First, a Section 368(a)(1)(f) reorganization (see Rev. Rul. 2008-18, and generally, an “F” 
reorganization)

– Reorganization is tax free.
• Following the F reorganization, the operating entity is a disregarded qualified subchapter 

S subsidiary owned by an S corporation holding company. 
• The operating entity/Qsub converts under state law into an LLC, and remains a DRE (but 

now, as a SMLLC)
• Operating entity can issue profits interests to employees; capital interest remains with S 

corporation. 
• Profits interest threshold is set at FMV of business as of date of issuance. 
• Operating agreement can establish rights of S corporation (capital interest holder) and 

profits interest holders (key employees), with respect to management, voting, allocations 
of income, distributions, liquidation preference, etc. 



Succession Business Planning Considerations 
With Key Employees



1. Employee Ownership and Key Terms in the Company Operating Agreement  
• Review Transferability Provisions

• When do shares vest? The transferability after vesting should be discussed with the owners 
and considered before the employee is given stock or ownership interest.  Consider whether 
there will be two classes of ownership. Does key employee owning vested units have same 
transferability provisions as family members upon death?  

• If not transferable, what are buy-out terms? How funded?

• Drag along rights
• Drag along rights can ensure that the controlling owner can force a sale of the minority owner’s 

interest if the majority owner sells.  
• Tag along rights grant the minority owners the right to participate in the sale.  Depending upon 

who is drafting the operating agreement and who the lawyer represents, it may be decided that 
there are only drag along rights granted to the controlling owner.



1. Employee Ownership and Key Terms in the Company Operating 
Agreement (Cont.)  
• Issues regarding distributions

• Minority owners will possibly have phantom income if given an ownership interest in a pass-
thru entity.

• Tax distributions should be paid quarterly to cover the income.

• Employees may want additional distributions of profit so this should be discussed in advance 
so the key employee understands and has a reasonable expectation that ownership might 
increase the employees net worth equal to the value of the ownership interest, but it does not 
necessarily mean the key employee will receive distributions in excess of tax distributions.    



2. Voting Control Issues When Deceased Controlling Owner’s Interest Passes 
to Trust

• Who votes the shares?
• Will the surviving spouse or a family member be trustee and decide key issues for the 

company?  

• How does this impact key employee?

• Does surviving spouse or trustee know enough to make decisions?

• What happens to the company if key employees leave company?  If a key employee 
is critical to company, consider putting employee on a board of advisers to advise the 
Trustee.

• Discuss these issues with controlling owner before it is too late



3. Succession Business Planning using Advisory Committee
• Who serves?

• The Advisory Board could consist of one or two key employees, a family 
member, an accountant or lawyer familiar with the company’s operations; and 
an outside unrelated individual who might add significant value for his/her 
expertise or knowledge in the industry as long as not in competition.

• The Advisory Board’s decisions are binding upon death of owner if drafted as 
part of a trust to direct the trustee on how to vote its closely –held business 
interest.  



3. Succession Business Planning using Advisory Committee (Cont.)
• When implemented?

• Consider implementing before the controlling owner dies or becomes incapacitated

• This is a non-binding group of advisors during the lifetime of the owner (to meet and set 
guidelines and by-laws for the advisory board).  The owner is still in control.

• The owner can get a sense of who works well on the committee.  The replacement of 
individuals on the Advisory Committee should be drafted as part of the by-laws.



3. Succession Business Planning using Advisory Committee (Cont.) 
• The advisory board directs the Trustee as to how to vote the shares.  The 

advisory board could direct the Trustee to sell the company or to vote shares or 
units to change the board of directors. 

• Operates  Similar to Board of Directors – but they advise and direct the 
Owner/Trustee
• The advisory board directs the Trustee as to how to vote the shares.  The advisory board 

could direct the Trustee to sell the company or to vote shares or units to change the board 
of directors.  



3. Succession Business Planning using Advisory Committee (Cont.) 
• Implement By-laws for Advisory Committee

• How will Board of Advisers replace members?  What is the term? Are all decisions that would 
otherwise vest to an owner vested in the Advisory Board?  

• Consider drafting all of this while owner is living so he can see how the key employee and other 
family members work together in making decisions



3. Succession Business Planning using Advisory Committee (Cont.) 
• Owner privacy and cost

• Owner may not want to incur expense to implement an advisory board now that may help his 
spouse or other trustee make decisions as owner of the company once owner is deceased

• Owner may not want to disclose information
• Owner may think no individual can run the company the way he/she does and may decline to deal 

with the issue of how the company will operate once he/she is deceased.



3. Succession Business Planning using Advisory Committee 
(Cont.) 

• Successful succession of family business
• Plan in advance for who will vote controlling interests when owner is 

incapacitated or deceased
• Plan in advance to retain key employees who are necessary to company 

growth and succession
• Many companies do not successfully pass to the next generation and are 

sold when owner dies.  Proper planning in advance could help companies 
continue past first generation.


